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Project Description
Backyard Science Adventures is a booklet consisting of four activity-based lessons from diverse
areas of science. These activities are self-directed experiments that encourage elementary
school-aged kids to make discoveries about novel scientific concepts. By carrying out these
experiments, young students become familiar with the process of asking a scientific question,
making a hypothesis, setting up a fair experiment, collecting data, and making conclusions
based on the observed results.
The content of this project aligns with the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS). The NGSS
are a set of academic standards which are widely used by teachers to identify age-appropriate
concepts and practices that students should engage with at each grade level. By aligning with
these standards, these activities reinforce concepts that students are likely to be exposed to in
the classroom.

Project Purpose
I chose this project due to a desire to increase
exposure of local students to diverse fields of
STEM at an earlier age. Engagement in science is
especially suitable for students at an age where
they have curiosity about the world around
them. By increasing access to educational
materials about the experimental process,
young students are also better equipped to
tackle the sciences later in their education. Even
in students who do not go on to pursue a career
in the sciences, early exposure promotes a lifelong enthusiasm for the sciences. Hands-on
approaches to learning, like experimentation,
are especially effective methods of delivery for
young students.

Developing the Project
Over the course of several months, I designed the experiments and accompanying worksheets
that composed the final booklet. I researched similar activities in order to understand how
others before me had implemented them, and then I tested these strategies in order to develop
my own methods of implementation. Each activity was followed by an explanation of the
science involved. These explanations were based on personal knowledge of the content as well
as research to ascertain the level of detail would be relevant to elementary school-aged
students. A portion of one of these activities, shown below, demonstrates the format used by
these activities.

Throughout the process, I had help from a few people to create materials using ageappropriate, precise language. Mark McDermott, a professor in the College of Education, and
Lori Adams, Director of the LSEI program, graciously provided me with their guidance.
Originally, I had planned on creating a website with the intention of making these materials
available and marketing them to a wide audience. However, I ended up moving away from the
website strategy in favor of bringing these materials directly to students during a hands-on
outreach event. I chose to do this because I wanted to be personally responsible for sparking
these students’ interest in my booklet. When I visited Robert Lucas Elementary in Iowa City,
students completed one of my activities and then took the booklet home with them, excited to
complete the rest.

Implementation
I distributed Backyard Science Adventures to 30 second-graders at Robert Lucas Elementary, as
well as several others at the LSEI Project Engage showcase in April. Additionally, a PDF of the
booklet will be made available for download through LSEI. The details of my outreach event are
detailed by the following video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HRUMuC8f3-M.
During my visit to Lucas Elementary, 18 students participated in an abridged version of my
activity “Balloon Lung Capacity”. After a lesson on the role of the respiratory system and
circulatory system in providing our muscles with oxygen, we completed an activity using
balloons to measure our lung capacity. Each student hypothesized whether or not exercise
would increase or decrease their lung capacity. We then used balloons to measure the amount
of air our lungs held both before and after exercise. Nearly every student had a smaller balloon
after exercise. As a group, we concluded that this was likely due to tiredness from running,
which made it more difficult for our muscles to forcibly exhale air from our lungs into the
balloon. An image of the students comparing the size of their balloons is shown below, along
with an image of the students preparing to run.

Project Impact and Future Directions
Since my booklet will continue to be available online, it can be accessed by parents, educators,
or future Latham fellows. My activities have the potential to be used in a variety of settings,
including at home, in the classroom, and as a tool for science outreach. After my visit to Lucas
Elementary, students will continue to use the booklets over the next few weeks and during
their summer vacation. Elise Denniston, coordinator of the after-school program at Lucas
Elementary, will continue to distribute the remaining printed copies of the booklet. She also
plans to use these activities with students who will be at Lucas Elementary for their summer
program this year.

In addition to the Backyard Science Adventures booklet, I also developed “Emily’s Guide to
Making a Facilitator’s Guide: Planning Science Outreach Activities”. This tool can be used by
current and future Latham Fellows as a template to document the outreach activities they
develop. This guide will instruct Latham Fellows on how to make a record of what worked best
for their own outreach activities, from their own perspective, so that others make adopt their
activities and follow suit. This will further sustainability as well as expand the influence of future
Latham Fellows beyond the one-time implementation of their outreach activities.

Discussion
Throughout this process, I learned an incredible amount about planning outreach, editing and
design, teaching, and building partnerships. Though I knew I wanted to develop a series of
science experiments for kids, I never imaged how many aspects the project would involve. In
doing this, I practiced resourcefulness and perseverance. Ultimately, I think I had success
sharing my passion for science with these students.
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